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A place to tell the tale of  being a Diabetic
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I would like to hear your story


When did you first find out you had Diabetes?
What type of Diabetes do you have? 
How would you describe your lifestyle as it relates to your health for the period before you were diagnosed? 
How did you feel about being diagnosed as a diabetic?
What type of changes did you make to your lifestyle? 
Which changes were the most difficult to make? 
How are you managing now?







Must Read References


	What Is LADA Diabetes
	What you need to know about injections








Popular Stories


	

Canadian Disability Tax Credit For Insulin Users

 The Canadian government has made a tax credit available to Insulin dependent Diabetics but there is a catch:   The  Disability Tax Credit i...
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My Diabetes And My Hobbies - Part One My Brief Racing Career 

A few years before I was misdiagnosed with type II diabetes I decided to check off one of the items on my bucket list and actively pursue my...
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My Diabetes Story

         By Ryan Raz  It was a hot summer in 1999 with the office air conditioning not working, I was working long hours on a project and dr...
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Coffee Friend or Foe To Type 2 Diabetes 

A touchy topic you might want to read only after you have had your morning caffeine intake.       This article on Medscape shines a small am...
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My Diabetes and My Hobbies - Part 2 Photography In The City

  Besides Yoga, Pilates, and maybe Kick boxing I dislike exercising just for the sake of exercising. Preferring to get my exercise through a...
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Managing Your Diabetes Shouldn't Be As Complicated As Rocket Science 
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Is Low-Dose Aspirin Right For You?

   First off I'm not qualified to answer the question. FYI I take 150mg 2 to 3 times a week usually at night really more for it's an...
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Help I'm Addicted To Bread

  My Life On Mars   I swear that it was the drinking of excessive amounts of pop causing my pancreas to work overtime that triggered my diab...






	

I Heart Nuts

  The New England Journal Of Medicine just published a paper with the snappy title of Association of Nut Consumption with Total and Cause-Sp...
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Please contact me to find out more about the project or to contribute your story
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Email
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